ROSSMOOR LAWN BOWLING CLUB TRAINING GUIDELINES
TRAINING STAGE 1
Goal: Learn basic fundamentals of bowl delivery
Training items:
1. Safety while on the green
2. Overview of the game and greens layout
3. How the bowl is held and rolled
4. Bowl bias and the aiming line
5. Bowling with weight
Training Methods:
1. Hand out and review:
a. “RLBC Expectations for New Trainees”
b. “RLBC Training Book”
2. Hands-on, greens-based instruction, to include:
a. Demonstrate and practice safety procedures
b. Demonstrate and practice bowl grip, stance and delivery
c. Demonstrate and practice “line and aim” and weight control
(During this training stage, new bowlers who show effective bowl delivery can move to the next training
stage. Those who have not may choose to continue in this stage. Training will be inclusive with attention
given, where possible, to individuals who may have special challenges.)
TRAINING STAGE 2
Goal: Learn the fundamentals of lawn bowling and demonstrate sufficient proficiency of lawn bowling
knowledge, and skills to qualify for certification
Training items:
1. Reiterate safety
2. Overview of game rules and etiquette
3. Basic hand signals
4. How a game is played
5. Introduction to roles and responsibilities (do what the skip says)
6. Mat setup and jack delivery (including centering)
7. Scoring points (including measuring and score keeping)
Training Methods:
1. Simulated game play (with instruction from coaches)
2. Handouts on specific topics including:
a. Review “RLBC History”
b. Review “RLBC Activities”
c. TBD (e.g., basic rules and processes, hand signals)

3. One-on-one coaching sessions
(During this training stage, those whose skills are below certification level may choose to continue in this
stage. Those who become certified can join RLBC, play in daily draws, intra-club socials, and tournaments.
They may also choose to continue to the next training stage.)
TRAINING STAGE 3
Goal: Continued training for newly certified and experienced bowlers to further improve their lawn bowling
knowledge and skills
Training items:
1. Different hand grips (palm, claw, etc.)
2. How to read the green and find your line
3. How to use the mat to your advantage
4. Reading the head and planning the next bowl
5. Communicating with your teammates
6. Overview of the “Laws of the Sport of Bowls” booklet
Training Methods:
1. Schedule workshops on specific topics
2. One-on-one coaching sessions
3. Topic handouts
4. Training videos available on the club’s website: RLBC.net
TRAINING STAGE 4
Goal: Coaching for bowlers who are interested in competing at the regional, national, and/or international
level
Training items:
1. Knowledge of the “Laws of the Sport of Bowls”
2. Further knowledge and skills needed to compete in higher level competitions
Training Methods:
1. Read “Laws of the Sport of Bowls”
2. One-on-one mentoring sessions with bowlers who have competed outside RLBC

